1st UNRCC-A
March 1976

A. List of resolutions

1. Second United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
2. Satellite geodesy
3. Acceleration of cartographic production in the Americas and equipment costs
4. Recent crustal movements
5. Education in topography and cadastre
6. Cadastral surveying and mapping
7. Development of hydrographic charting
8. International co-operation in cartography
9. Thematic cartography
10. International civil aviation organization
11. Education and training in cartography
12. Literature on cartography
13. Remote sensing information transfer
14. Application of remote sensing in developing countries
15. Remote sensing and satellite imagery
16. Airborne remote sensing
17. Automation
18. Geographical names
19. Vote of thanks
2nd UNRCC-A  
September 1979

Titles of Resolutions

1. Third United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
2. Education and training
3. Organization of educational institutes
4. International Training Committee of the Pan-American Institute of Geography and History
5. Technical workshops
6. Exchange of information
7. Services of trained personnel
8. Satellite geodesy
9. Inertial geodesy
10. Remote sensing
11. Cadastral surveying and mapping
12. Automated cartography
13. Information on technology for the inventory of natural resources
14. Development planning
15. Directory of thematic mapping institutions
16. Census cartography
17. Aeronautical charts
18. Atlases
19. Geographical names
20. Technical assistance in hydrographic surveying and nautical charting
21. Exploitation of space imagery for nautical charting
22. Vote of thanks
A. List of resolutions

1. Fourth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
2. Organization of cartography and geographic information management within the United Nations
3. Satellite imagery test programme
4. Training in remote sensing
5. Hydrographic surveying and nautical charting
6. Training in nautical cartography
7. Digital mapping
8. National digital cartographic data base
9. Future of the International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale
10. Land information systems
11. Financing of land information systems projects
12. Training in land information systems
13. Map revision
14. National names authority
15. Toponymic guidelines
16. Training in geographical names
17. Workshops and seminars on thematic mapping
18. Training facilities in cartography
19. Vote of thanks
A. List of resolutions

1. Fifth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
2. Background papers for future Conferences
3. Technical assistance to developing countries related to national mapping standards
4. Technical co-operation in cartography in the region
5. Standards for aerial photography
6. Guidelines in technical assistance contracting
7. Geographical names of undersea features
8. Standardization of geographical names
9. Training course in toponymy
10. Hydrographic surveying and nautical charting
11. Training in hydrographic surveying and nautical charting
12. Statistical information on mapping
13. Development of world-wide digital cartographic data base
14. Global positioning system
15. Common geodetic reference systems
16. Remote sensing for cartographic applications
5th UNRCC-A
January 1993

List of Resolutions

1. Sixth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
2. Advisory service in modern mapping technology
3. Attendance
4. Cooperation with coordinating committees on environmental issues
5. Cooperation with international scientific organizations
6. Land and geographic information systems
7. Land and geographic information systems for development
8. New technology
9. Training and cooperative assistance
10. Women in cartography

6th UNRCC-A
June 1997

Titles of Resolutions

1. Seventh United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
2. Establishment of a working group of delegates and experts to define the mission and focus of the Seventh United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
3. Permanent Committee on GIS Infrastructure for the Americas
4. Spatial data infrastructure
5. The role of the cadastre in spatial data infrastructure
6. Development of the Global Map
7. Enabling technologies
8. Inter-American Biodiversity Information Network
9. Regional workshops and seminars on the benefits of advanced satellite imaging systems
7th UNRCCA
January 2001

Titles of Resolutions

1. Development needs
2. Institutional capacity-building, education and training
3. Economic aspects of modern surveying, mapping, geospatial data infrastructure and land administration
4. Fundamental data: SIRGAS Project
5. Land administration and spatial data infrastructure
6. Contribution of the Permanent Committee on Spatial Data Infrastructure for the Americas (PC-IDEA)
7. Implementation of national spatial data infrastructures in the Americas
8. Global Map
9. United Nations Geographic Information Working Group
10. Vote of thanks
Titles of Resolutions

1. Benefits of developing a spatial data infrastructure
2. Partnership approach in developing spatial data infrastructure
3. Training, education and spatial standards
4. Policy and reform
5. Outreach and related areas
6. Global mapping and Second Administrative Level Boundaries projects
7. Geocentric Reference System for the Americas (SIRGAS) project
8. Satellite data
9. Spatial data dissemination
10. Funding issues
11. Meeting on geospatial data infrastructure and information of the Americas for sustainable development
12. Interregional meeting
13. Ninth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
14. Vote of thanks
9th UNRCCA
August 2009

Titles of Resolutions

1. Workplan of the Permanent Committee on Spatial Data Infrastructure for the Americas and establishment of working groups
2. Mechanisms for the building of spatial data infrastructures
3. New study on the status of mapping by country and region
4. Forum for sharing spatial data infrastructure best practices
5. Follow-up meeting on disaster risk management and spatial data infrastructure
6. Funding issues
7. Support of spatial data infrastructure in the developing countries of the Americas and in particular in the Caribbean region
8. Tenth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas
9. Vote of thanks

10th UNRCCA
August 2013

Titles

1. Transitioning PC-IDEA to UN-GGIM Americas
2. Regional coordination and cooperation
3. Spatially enabling government through geospatial data collection, management and dissemination
4. Regional geodetic reference frame
5. Status of mapping in the world
6. Business cases in support of the creation and use of geospatial information
7. Access and use of geospatial information for disaster risk reduction and climate change decision making
8. Eleventh United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas